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Belle Lounge
busk + hertzog

BELLE lounge chair is a statement piece with a unique 
profile that is bound to become a true design icon. It’s 
simple and organic shape is striking and uncomplicated 
with proportions that feel at ease in any interior design 
setting.  Resting on a contemporary swivel disc-base,  Belle 
strikes a balance between big style and a small footprint, 
making it perfect for places where floor space is at a 
premium. Make a dynamic impression by way of 
contrasting fabrics on the seat interior or the exterior form 
to create an additional design element. Beautiful, 
sculptural and distinctive; Belle lounge chair makes a bold 
statement in any environment. 

Frame: Durable construction with steel frame covered with molded foam
Cushion: High resistant and flexible foam on seat cushion
Base: Swivel brushed metal disc base as standard, fixed disc base is also 
an option. Finish in brushed black or brushed silver as standard but 
powder coat finishes also available. 
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Belle lounge chair is a statement piece with a unique 
profile that is bound to become a true design icon. Its 
simple and organic shape is striking and uncomplicated 
with proportions that feel at ease in any interior design 
setting. Resting on a contemporary swivel disc-base, 
Belle strikes a balance between big style and a small 
footprint, making it perfect for places where floor space 
is at a premium. Make a dynamic impression by way of 
contrasting fabrics on the seat interior or the exterior 
form to create an additional design element. Beautiful, 
sculptural and distinctive; Belle lounge chair makes a bold 
statement in any environment. 

Frame: Durable construction with steel frame covered 
with molded foam 
Cushion: High resistant and flexible foam on seat cushion
Base: Swivel brushed metal disc base as standard, fixed 
disc base is also an option. Finish in brushed black or 
brushed silver as standard but powder coat finishes also 
available. 
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